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December was another quiet month for the Vancouver 
real estate market. Home sales continued to decline, 
dropping 44% year-over-year across all property 
types. Total sales fell to a 10-year low for the month of 
December,  just slightly higher than the post financial 
crisis lows of 2008. While new listings remain low, 
suggesting home sellers may be holding off for better 
times, inventory continues to edge higher as buyers 
move to the sidelines and liquidity contracts. Despite all 
the discussion around strong economic growth in BC 
and robust population growth, Vancouver home sales 
finished 2018 with the fewest annual home sales in 18 
years. I believe there is more to this than a few demand-
side policies, but rather a draining of global liquidity as 
the US Federal Reserve continues to unwind its balance 
sheet and China’s economic growth and money supply 
decelerates. 
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The city of Vancouver’s detached housing market continues to turn heads.  Detached 
sales fell 38% year-over-year in December. It was the fewest December sales in recent 
history, with MLS data dating back to 1992.  There’s really not much else to say, I believe 
the data speaks for itself. 

Buyers are hesitant to pull the trigger, and sellers are somewhat reluctant to adjust 
their asking prices, although the very few homes that are selling are taking a substantial 
discount. As with  all housing markets, price discovery becomes very difficult in a down 

overview

Detached Market
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City of Vancouver - Detached Sales in December
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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market. Part of this reason is because there is no one price metric that you can look at to 
determine how much prices have fallen. The official MLS benchmark now shows prices 
have declined 10% from last year.  However in certain pockets and at certain price points 
some detached homes are down as much as 25%.

click here to sign up for the saretsky report!

MLS® HPI Price

Despite weak home sales and falling prices, new listings remain quite low and dropped 
16% from last year.  Again, this suggests sellers might not be panicking just yet,  there is 
no flood of new listings hitting the market.  There is however, a backlog of stale inventory 
failing to sell.  There is currently 15 months of inventory for sale. 
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The prevailing sentiment in the detached housing market is frustration amongst sellers. 
After several price reductions many sellers are taking their property off the market with 
the plan to relist in the spring when housing activity seasonally ramps up. However this 
could create a situation where new listings far exceed buyer demand, which could push 
inventory higher and accelerate price declines.

Vancouver Detached Months of Inventory
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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Condo Market

The correction in the Vancouver condo market is now fully underway after prices peaked 
at the beginning of 2018. This should really not come as a surprise given how weak the 
detached housing market has been for nearly 2 years, and considering tightness in the 
mortgage lending space. As a result Vancouver condo sales plunged 47.5% year-over-year 
in December, bringing the sales count for the month to a 10 year low. 

Unlike the detached housing market, price declines in the condo market are easier to 
quantify.  Although once again price declines will vary depending on the metric used.  
However, both the average and the median sales price declined on a year-over-year basis 
in December. Per the MLS benchmark condo prices have declined in six of the past seven 
months, with prices down 7% since peaking in May. 
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An important catalyst to a continued decline, or perhaps an accelerating decline in home 
prices will depend on inventory levels. Vancouver condo inventory increased 67% year-
over-year in December, but remains below historical levels.  There is currently 6.6 months 
of inventory which ultimately suggests a buyer’s market. 

Vancouver Condo Months of Inventory

One catalyst for higher inventory in the new year will almost certainly come from the 
new construction space. As of November 2018, there are just over 40,000 units under 
construction in Greater Vancouver. A large portion of these units will complete this 
year after lengthy construction delays which should have seen them complete in 2018. 
The presale condo space is highly speculative and a significant portion of these buyers 
will sell upon completion. While housing starts have weakened, they remain strong and 
will ensure a steady pipeline of new supply in the coming years. Currently we are seeing 
developers ramping up incentives at presale construction centres. This is effectively 

Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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creating competition between the presale and the resale markets both which are currently 
short on buyers. As a result this is impacting the absorption rate of new condo sales, per 
MLA Canada the absorption rate for pre sale launches fell to 37.5% in November, down 
from a record high 94.1% at the start of 2018.
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Summary

I am often asked what is causing the sudden decline in home prices across greater 
Vancouver.  While it may be simple to summarize the slowdown as a few local tax policies 
and tightening of lending standards, in reality it is much more complicated. Vancouver real 
estate as well as many other global real estate markets, was one of the largest benefactors 
of quantitative easing, which saw central banks pump 15 trillion dollars worth of liquidity 
into the global economy. This, combined with a rapid credit expansion in China and the 
ensuing outflows- resulted in rapid price inflation of real estate markets. However, led 
by the US Federal reserve this stimulus is now being removed, not only through higher 
interest rates but through quantitative tightening which is reducing the Federal Reserve 
balance sheet by $50 billion per month. This removal of stimulus is ripping across global 
property markets. Reports indicate Sydney home prices have dropped 11%, Hong Kong 
prices have dropped 7.2% after peaking earlier this year, while protests ensue in parts of 
China over falling home prices. This slowdown is not exclusive to the real estate market 
but also impacted global stock and credit markets, creating significant volatility and 
a rush to safe and liquid assets. Recently, the Canada five-year bond yield has plunged 
from a high of 2.46% in November, down to just 1.8% as of this writing. The 5 year bond 
yield is almost equivalent to the Bank of Canada’s overnight interest rate of 1.75%. This 
suggests the market believes the Bank of Canada has gone too far and the next policy 
move could indeed be a rate cut not a rate hike.  Even more interesting is that despite 
the five year bond yield which is historically correlated to the five-year mortgage rate 
banks have not reduced fixed rates, at least not yet. This is happening for several reasons, 
first a large part of the yield curve is flat and or inverted which essentially erodes bank 
profitability.  This combined with rising risks within the market disincentivizes banks to 
lend. In essence banks end up tightening their lending when the market needs it most.  
This can be seen in the recent mortgage credit growth numbers which have collapsed 
to a 22 year low in Q3 2018. The result of banks reigning in loan growth is significant 
for a number of reasons. Over 90% of new money is created through banks issuing 
new loans, with a large portion of that growth derived through new mortgage loans. 
Essentially banks are shrinking the growth of new money supply, which is also called 
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M1 and is considered the most liquid portion of the money supply because it contains 
currency and assets that can be quickly converted to cash. As credit growth begins to 
contract it is effectively reducing aggregate demand, not only for housing but also has 
a subsequent knock-on effect, slowing new spending and wage growth. This ultimately 
impacts debt servicing, as wage growth is needed to offset the increasing rise of interest 
payments. Per RBC, Interest payments rose at their fastest rate (14.8% y/y) since 2007.  In 
simpler terms as long as credit continues to decelerate home prices will follow suit. The 
recent movement in the MLS benchmark price (a lagging indicator) is a reminder of this 
relationship.  Since May of this year  Vancouver condo and detached prices have declined 
7%.  As a result, this will pose significant vulnerabilities in 2019, particularly in the presale 
condo market. Remember presale condos over the last several years have been selling at 
a significant markup well above resale values, in essence developers have been pricing in 
future growth and buyers have been more than happy to pay for it.  However now that 
prices are no longer growing but in fact are declining these presale buyers should not only 
question why they are paying a premium but will have a more difficult time flipping the 
contract if they want out. Declining values also create difficulties for pre sale buyers who 
need to obtain financing upon completion. Further, we must consider that recent land 
purchases for the purpose of constructing new condos was bought and paid based on 
recent valuations that assumed prices would rise or at least stay flat. we are likely to see 
more project cancellations in 2019 as developers struggle to reach sales targets hindering 
their ability to obtain construction financing. 

Further the recent tone and forward guidance from policy makers is rather ominous. The 
Bank of Canada has recently taken a step back from the rate hiking path, with market odds 
suggesting the Bank of Canada could be done for good. More importantly, however, is 
what the Bank of Canada is quietly doing behind the scenes. Just over a month ago the 
Bank announced they would begin purchasing Canada Mortgage Bonds. On December 
13, the Bank of Canada made history, purchasing $250M worth of Canada Mortgage 
Bonds for the first time ever. This is important for a number of reasons. While the Bank of 
Canada maintains the purchase of said bonds is just regular maintenance of their balance 
sheet, the timing of the purchases is a likely sign of what’s to come. The Bank is well aware 
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of the elevated risks across highly indebted households and within the housing market 
across Canada. In the event market volatility begins to increase and markets demand 
higher risk premiums, the yield on Canada Mortgage Bonds and similar securities which 
are sold to increase bank funding will widen. This will result in more expensive borrowing 
costs to banks and in turn will filter down to higher rates and or tighter lending to 
households. Therefore in order to maintain liquidity and ensure borrowing costs don’t 
rise beyond acceptable levels, there is a strong likelihood the Bank of Canada will need 
to purchase Canada Mortgage Bonds at a much larger scale, particularly in the event the 
housing market slides further. The recent purchases from the Bank could therefore be 
viewed as them front running the market so as not to scare the market when mortgage 
bond purchasing ramps up.

OSFI hasn’t shown much desire to curb the mortgage stress test which was implemented 
across all borrowers beginning in 2018. In fact, OSFI has been keeping a close eye on 
financial institutions and has more recently demanded several lenders to reign in and 
begin stress testing home equity lines of credit. 

CMHC, whether they want to admit it or not, has been a significant contributor to 
elevated home prices. The federal agency was initially created to provide shelter for army 
veterans returning from the war, before their mandate switched to providing affordable 
housing to Canadians. Somewhere along the line, and rather unofficially, they became 
responsible for insuring nearly $500B worth of mortgages and guaranteeing an additional 
several hundred billion through NHA MBS (National Housing Act Mortgage Backed 
Securities) and Canada Mortgage Bonds. However, since the hiring of current CEO 
Evan Siddall, they have been adamant about reducing their exposure, which is ultimately 
tied to the Canadian taxpayer. The number of insured mortgages has plummeted from 
59% in January 2013, to just 39% today.

Evan Siddall has also been a big supporter of the mortgage stress test. He frequently 
references the book House of Debt, written by Atif Mian and Amir Sufi and it’s clear 
through the recent changes at CMHC that his playbook is largely influenced from the 
research of Mian & Sufi who emphasize that the larger the credit boom, the larger the 
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resulting bust and ensuing hangover. House of Debt puts a significant emphasis on risk 
sharing with mortgage lenders which of course directly conflicts with CMHC insuring 
mortgages.

Evan Siddall has made some recent public comments on his Twitter profile which likely 
foreshadow what to expect moving forward. In a recent response to the Mortgage 
Professionals Canada who suggested the stress test be removed and or revised, Siddall 
hastily replied “All that’s been done is that we have halted the dangerous march to even 
higher house prices and excess household borrowing. Economic sustainability requires 
these figures to ease off. Job isn’t nearly finished.”

A week later, following an article from the Wall Street Journal which suggested the stress 
test was hindering first time buyers from entering the housing market Siddall replied, 
“seems unfair that the stress test makes home ownership harder for first time home 
buyers; but would be worse to risk loss of their home. After five years, first time home 
buyers might gain 18% on equity with a 10% home value increase, but would lose 200% 
with a 10% decline (95% LTV insured mortgage). Max leverage can be as high as 82:1 
with negative equity after Realtor commissions.”

The stance from policy makers remains historically un conventional and despite recent 
weakness across the majority of the nations housing markets- seem intent to maintain 
their recent objectives. Yes, despite home prices falling and buyers being shut out of the 
market these are “the intended consequences” per CMHC’s Evan Siddall. Until policy 
makers have a change of heart, market participants would be wise to take note. It is likely 
to be a volatile year ahead. 
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Greater Vancouver homes sales fell to an eighteen year low across all property types this 
year. This was the fewest annual sales since the year 2000. Indeed this caught most market 
participants off guard, hitting them square between the eyes.

chart of the month
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Hit Between The Eyes

Greater Vancouver Annual Home Sales
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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The 12-month sum of Vancouver Housing starts appears to have peaked and is now 
rolling over. As construction financing tightens and market conditions deteriorate expect 
this trend to continue. Housing starts are considered a leading economic indicator. 

saretsky ’s chart book

Construction Slips

Vancouver Housing Starts 12-Month Sum
Source: Stats Canada, Steve Saretsky
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The Flight To Safety

The Canada 5-year bond has plunged to just 1.8% as of the beginning of January. A steep 
fall from the 2.84% reached in November. Investors are betting on weaker economic 
growth moving forward as they push yields lower and move to safer assets. 
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Price Movement In Context

Vancouver detached home prices have sunk 9.6% from December 2017. The recent 
decline is the largest annual drop since 2009. 

Vancouver Detached Prices Year-Over-Year
Source: REBGV, Steve Saretsky
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deep dive

Condos

This section provides a brief overview of the month that was across the Vancouver real estate market, including 
the percent change from one year ago in the condo, townhouse and detached markets.

DEC 2018 DEC 2017 % CHG (YR)

numbER of salEs 192 366 - 48%

numbER of nEw listinGs 221 322 - 31%

invEntoRY 1,254 744 69%

salEs to aCtivE Ratio 15% 49% - 69%

montHs of supplY 3.2 1.4 131%

avG DaYs on maRkEt 41.1 19.9 106%

mEDian DaYs on maRkEt 26 10 160%

avG pRiCE $845,971 $855,185 - 1%

mEDian pRiCE $680,000 $715,000 - 5%

avG pRiCE pER sq ft $994 $1,016 - 2%

mEDian pRiCE pER sq ft $996 $997 0%

% of listinGs solD ovER askinG 6% 40% - 84%
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Detached

Townhouses

DEC 2018 DEC 2017 % CHG (YR)

numbER of salEs 31 42 - 26%

numbER of nEw listinGs 26 41 - 37%

invEntoRY 197 187 5%

salEs to aCtivE Ratio 16% 22% - 30%

montHs of supplY 3.4 2.5 37%

avG DaYs on maRkEt 35.9 25.1 43%

mEDian DaYs on maRkEt 27 17 59%

avG pRiCE $1,130,215 $1,327,164 - 15%

mEDian pRiCE $1,025,000 $1,190,000 - 14%

pERCEnt of listinGs solD ovER askinG 10% 31% - 69%

DEC 2018 DEC 2017 % CHG (YR)

numbER of salEs 77 124 - 38%

numbER of nEw listinGs 132 161 - 18%

invEntoRY 1,292 1,176 10%

salEs to aCtivE Ratio 6% 11% - 43%

montHs of supplY 9.5 5.7 65%

avG DaYs on maRkEt 46.0 44.4 3%

mEDian DaYs on maRkEt 25 34 - 26%

avG pRiCE $2,273,047 $2,319,396 - 2%

mEDian pRiCE $2,000,000 $1,970,000 2%

pERCEnt of listinGs solD ovER askinG 13% 15% - 11%
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About Steve

Steve Saretsky is a Vancouver residential 
Realtor and author behind one of 
Vancouver’s most popular real estate blogs, 
Vancity Condo Guide. Steve is widely 
considered a thought leader in the industry 
with regular appearances on BNN, CBC, 
CKNW, CTV and as a contributor to BC 
Business Magazine.

Steve Saretsky provides real estate services 
throughout Greater Vancouver.  To inquire 
about listing or buying a property, please 
email:  steve@stevesaretsky.com.

http://vancitycondoguide.com/real-estate-services/
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